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ABSTRACT 
The author studies F,,-matrices and shows that n X n matrix A E F,, if and only if 
A = tZ - B, with B > 0 and p,_,(B) Q t < p,_,(B), where pk(B) denotes the maxi- 
mum of the spectral radii of all k X k principal submatrices of B. Also, an inverse 
FO-matrix problem is considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout we deal with n >; n real nonnegative matrices and n X n real 
Z-matrices, i.e. matrices whose off-diagonal elements are nonpositive. For a 
nonnegative matrix B, let p(B) denote the spectral radius of B, and pk(I?) 
denote the maximum of the spectral radii of all k X k principal submatrices 
of B. Following Fiedler and Pt6k [3], we let K denote the class of M-matrices 
and K, the closure of K. Recall that A E K, provided A = tl - B, where 
B 2 0 and t > p(B). Fan [2] defines an N-matrix to be a matrix of the form 
A = tI - B, with B > 0 and p,_ i(B) < t < p(B). G. A. Johnson [4] defines the 
closure (No-matrices) of N-matrices by letting p,_ i(B) < t. For n > 3, he 
examines those matrices A such that (1) A E Z, (2) all principal submatrices 
of order n -2 or less are in K,, (3) at least one principal submatrix of order 
n - 1 is in N,,. Following ‘Smith [7], we call such a matrix an F,-matrix. 
In [4], G. A. Johnson considers matrices A of the form A = tZ - B, where 
B > 0, p,_,(B) Q t < p,_,(B), and shows that if A is defined as above, then 
A is in F,. The converse is also true, and this will be showed in Section 2. 
Thus we correct a result in [4]. 
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In [6], C. R. J o h nson considers the inverse M-matrices and shows that the 
principal submatrix of an inverse M-matrix is also an inverse M-matrix. In 
Section 3, for an inverse F,-matrix and an inverse N,-matrix, we obtain 
similar results. 
2. F, -MATRICES 
We now characterize F,-matrices. 
LEMMA 2.1. L.et A E K,. Then for every t such that A = tl - B, B > 0, 
we have t > p(B). 
Proof. Since t - p(B) is an eigenvalue of A and A E K,, t - p(B) > 0. 
n 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E N,,. Then fn- every t such that A = tl - B, B > 0, 
we have p,_,(B) 6 t < p(B). 
Proof. Let A,_ i be an (n - 1) X(n - 1) principal submatrix of A; then 
A,_, E K,. Obviously, A= tl- B implies A,_, = tZ,_, - B,_,, so by 
Lemma 2.1, we have t > p(B,_,), and then t 2 p,_,(B). If t > p(B), then 
A E K,, which is a contradiction. Hence p,_,(B) < t < p(B). n 
THEOREM 2.3. The matrix A is an F,-matrix $ and only q A = tl - B, 
with B >, 0 and p,_,(B) < t <p,_,(B) fbr n > 3. 
Proof. Suppose A is in F,. A E Z implies A = tl - B with B > 0 and 
t > 0. Let A,_, be an (n -2>X(n - 2) principal submatrix of A; then 
A,_, = tI,_, - B,_,. We have t &p(B,_,) by Lemma 2.1. Thus t 2 
p,_,(B). If t > p,_,(B), th en t > p(B,_,). Since A,_, = tI,_, - B,_l, all 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) principal submatrices of A are in K,, which is a contradic- 
tion. Hence P,_~(B)< t <p,_,(B). 
The converse is true by [4, p. 2121. n 
In the following theorem, the nonsingular matrix in F,, is characterized 
by its inverse. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that M is a nonsingular Z-matrix. Then M E F, ZJ 
and only if 
(1) the determinant of M is negative, 
(2) all principal minors of M- ’ of order > 2 are nonpositive, 
(3) M-’ has at least one positive diagonal entry. 
Proof. “Only if”: Immediately by [4, Theorem 3.11 and [7, Lemma 4.11. 
“If-; Let - 
M= 
and let 
be partitioned conformally with M. Then det A 22 = (det B,,)/(det M-l). Let 
o(A) denote the order of matrix A; then o(A,,)< n -2 implies o(B,,)> 2 
and det A,, > 0, since det B,, Q 0 and det M < 0. Hence all principal subma- 
trices of M of order n -2 or less are in K,. WLOG we may assume 
where A, is a principal submatrix of order n - 1 and aI, > 0. Let 
M= 
be partitioned conformally with M-l. Then det B, = a,, /det M-’ < 0, since 
det M < 0. So the principal submatrix B, of M of order n - 1 is in N,,. 
Therefore M E F,. w 
The following inequality for Fa-matrices is the same one shown by Fan 
[2] for N-matrices and may be proved in the same manner. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A, B E F,,. Let A, B have the same corresponding 
diagonal entries, and B be nonsingular. Then A Q B implies det A < det B. 
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Proof. We can change from A to B through a chain of matrices 
A=AO<A,<A,<... < A,, = B, where the i th column of A, is the i th 
column of Ak_i, i # k, and the kth column of A, is the k th column of B, 
k = 1,2,. . . n - 1. Then each A, E F, by [4, p. 2151. It suffices to consider the 
case where A, B differ at most in one column, say the nth column. 
Let A = (aij), B = (bij), such that 
ajj = bij for l,<i<n, l=GjGn-1 
and 
ai,, < bin for l<i<n. 
Let Ajj be the algebra cofactor of the element aij of A; then Ai, = Bin, 
1~ i (n, and det A = Cy= I ainAin = Cy= 1 ainBi,. It follows from [4, Theo- 
rem 3.11 that det B <0 and B-‘EZ. We have Bin>0 by B-l= 
(adj B)/det B. 1~ i < n - 1. So 
det A = alnBln + . .. + annBnn 
< bInBIn + . . . + b,,B,, = det B. n 
REMARK. This result need not hold if A and B have the same corre- 
sponding diagonal entry. For example, let 
then A,B~F,anddetA=-5,detB=-6,but A<B. 
3. INVERSE F,-MATRICES AND INVERSE &-MATRICES 
We now consider the inverse Fa-matrices and inverse Na-matrices. The 
matrix M is called an inverse F,-matrix (Na-matrix) provided M-’ E F,, 
(No). 
Let M be a matrix partitioned into the form 
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if A is nonsingular, the Schur complement of A in M is (M/A) = D - 
CA_‘B. 
It is well known [l] that if M is nonsingular, 
A-‘+A-‘B(M/A)-‘CA-’ -A-‘B(M/A)-’ 
- ( M/A)-‘cA-~ (M/A) -’ 
. (3.0) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the matrix M is an inverse F,-matrix, A is a 
nonsingular principal s&matrix of M of order > 3, and at least one positive 
diagonal entry of M is in A. Then A is also an inverse F,,-matrix. 
Proof. WLOG we may assume 
and let 
be partitioned conformally with M. 
ByM-‘~F,ando(H)=n-o(A)<n-3,wehavedetM-’<O,detH 
> 0, and all principal minors of M of order > 2 are nonpositive. So 
det A = (det H)/(det M-‘) < 0, and all principal minors of A of order > 2 
are nonpositive. By Theorem 2.4, in order to prove A-’ E F,, it suffices to 
prove A -‘~Z.Infact,A-‘=E-FH-‘G~~(~.O).S~~~~HEK,,,H-’>O. 
Then A-’ E Z, since E E Z, F < 0, G Q 0. Therefore the result follows. n 
For an inverse No-matrix, we have following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the matrix M is an inverse No-matrix and A is a 
nonsingular principal submatrix of M of order > 2. Then A is an inverse 
N,-matrix . 
Proof. WLOG we may assume 
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be partitioned conformally with M. Then A-’ = E - FH-‘G by (3.0). Since 
HEK~, H-‘>O. Then A-’ E Z, since E E Z, F < 0, G < 0. By M-’ E No 
and [4, Theorem 2.7(v)], all principal minors of A are nonpositive. Hence 
A-‘EN 0’ n 
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